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Abstract. Biological characteristics and information security have highly complementary attributes, which is a hot topic in the field of information security research nowadays.
Some traditional keys are easily suffered from dictionary attack. To mitigate this demerits
and obtain reliability coding of biological key, we propose an online handwritten signature
scheme based on Karhunen loeve transform via dynamic bit allocation method and naive
Bayes for biometric key generation in this paper. The new scheme is partitioned into
three steps. Firstly, feature selection of users is executed by karhunen loeve transform.
A feature that mostly can represent the characteristics of the user is selected. Additionally, Naive Bayes in dynamic bit allocation method is adopted for determining probability
quality of registered samples characteristics quantization. Thirdly, the trapezoid size replaces the definite integral to improve the computation time. Experimental results show
that our new scheme greatly improves the effectiveness of handwritten signature and has
powerful competitive advantage than other methods.
Keywords: Biological characteristics, Online handwritten signature, Karhunen loeve
transform, Dynamic bit allocation method, Naive Bayes

1. Introduction. With the development of computer network, information security has
become a key technical problem in the network environment. Biological characteristics
refer to automatically match the physiological or behavioral characteristics of people, it
is the only way to fully identify a person. Biological characteristics and information security are highly complementary properties, which is a hot-spot in the field of information
security research. The key that is generated based on user-specific biometric information
is not only secure but also difficult to decode.
In order to solve the problem that the user’s digital identity is not accordant with
the physical identity, based on biological characteristics, the researchers use a various of
methods to carry out the research on certification. Because biology has the characteristics
of being portable, without memory, not easily to lost, small repetition probability, difficult
to copy and so on. Biometrics-based certification has gradually become the mainstream
developmental direction of cryptography, and it is expected to provide a more natural
and reliable solution.
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When biometrics are combined with cryptography, biological coding will be generated,
and it consist of three types, known as key release [1], key binding [2] and key generation
[3-5]. Both the key release and key binding adopt the combination of biometrics and
external input key. The inaccuracy of combination may cause the result that external
input key occupies dominating status while the safety of the system still relies on the
key, instead of biometrics. The generation of the secret key by the key generation scheme
is based on biometrics discretization, thus it is difficult to generate the same biological
password for impostor. This paper will mainly focus on the study of the key generation.
The key in computer cryptography must be determined, and the biometrics are composed
of some continuous data. Therefore, the directly expression of binary must depend on the
high effective discretization scheme.
The bio-discretization scheme includes two stages: qualification and coding. The static
distribution method is an early discretization method, which maps the feature of each
dimension into the code string with fixed length. And the secret key used for identity
certification is generated by the combination of code string in dimensions. Wu et al., [6]
proposed the first public key encryption with keyword search scheme with a designated
server based on ID-based systems that possessed the advantage (removing certificate management) of ID-based systems. The Krishna et al., [7] put forward another static multi bit
discretization scheme based on likelihood ratio aiming to the features of face and finger.
It could determine the function interval of likelihood ratio based on probability mass and
segment the left and right section. The original feature will be mapped into binary gray
code. According to the positive and negative of the third layer wavelet coefficients of the
iris, Rathgeb et al., [8] proposed a single bit code. Wu et al., [9] presented a new user
authentication and key exchange protocol using bilinear pairings for mobile clientCserver
environment. However, the distinguish ability in each dimension is different, so does the
volume of information. Thus to some extent, using a fixed strength to code string can blur
the useful information. The equal interval quantization method is improved [10-12]. And
the length of the feature code is related to its own characteristic distribution. The larger
the feature separability is, the longer the assigned code string is, However, once the users
boundary and the global feature boundary are known for attacker, the information will
be leaked. According to the facial characteristics, the reliability wight can distribute the
length of code string in sequence, adjust the weight threshold until it can fulfill the length
of code string. Even though the reliable features can get distribute more code string, a
approximately comprehensive qualification scheme are not very ideal for the performance
of certification.
The collection of handwritten signature data has the characteristics with non-intrusion,
and there are no problems of user’s feelings exclusion or privacy infringement when collecting fingerprints, face, iris. From the perspective of sports biomechanics and physiology,
Yoshimura et al., [13] suggests that handwritten signatures is a fast and skilled ”ballistic
motion” that reflects the individual differences in writing habits and handwriting signatures. So that it can be used for identity identification. The characteristics of handwritten
signature were evaluated from characteristic deviation, characteristic soil entropy, characteristic stability and the correlation of entropy [14]. And also other researchers had
represented some new approaches [15-22].
In order to realize the feature reliability encoding, this paper proposes online handwritten signature scheme based on karhunen loeve transform (KLT) via dynamic bit allocation
method and Naive Bayes for biometric key generation. In the new scheme, distribution
of the same characteristics of different users may be different. Different characteristics
distribution provides guarantee for real dynamic bit distribution and it can generate stability, longer code string. In addition, Naive Bayes method can ensure that the attacker
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cannot completely crack the feature string under the situation of characteristic boundary
leakage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, feature selection
based on Karhunen Loeve and Transform feature quantization are analyzed first, then
the overhead of feature coding for our new scheme is assessed, then detailed algorithm
of new scheme is presented. In Section 3, extensive experiments are conducted using our
method to evaluate the performance. The conclusions are provided in Section 4.
2. Dynamic bit allocation method based on Naive Bayes.
2.1. Feature selection based on Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT). There are
many inseparable features in the process of biometrics extraction, and the inseparable
features of each user cannot be identical. This paper presents a feature selection method
based on user-dependent feature selection method. KLT [23,24] is a commonly feature
selection method. Its aim is to look for the main component of any statistical distribution
of data collection. The corresponding basis vector satisfies orthogonality and by which
defines the optimal subspace. It transforms the original data to principal component
space to make the cross correlation of single data sample reduce to the lowest point.
x = [u1 , u2 , · · · , ud ] = U y.
(1)
Where x and y represent the vectors on the registration sample set respectively. It
shows that the higher the score of a dimension is, the better class separability is. The
former d dimensions features are selected as the subset of features to achieve the purpose
of removing noise and weakly separable features.
By using the KLT that the user depends on to make a feature selection, it can obtain
I n-dimension vectors. Each vector may be different, but for the corresponding feature
can be selected correctly, the registration process needs to be selected as a secondary data
storage. When the registered samples of online handwritten signature is enough, according
to the central limit theorem, it can be assumed that the feature distribution follows
the Gaussian distribution. In this paper, the registration feature interval controlling
coefficient is used to determine the registration feature interval of registered sample, and
the biological characteristics with different statistical parameters provide protection for
dynamic allocation.
2.2. Feature Quantization and coding. As we all know, naive Bayes is a simple probabilistic method based on applying Bayes theorem with naive independence assumptions
between the features [25,26]. For some probability models, naive Bayes can be trained
very efficiently by using maximum likelihood in a supervised learning setting. Abstractly,
naive Bayes is a conditional probability model. Given a vector v = (v1 , v2 , · · · , vn ) represents n features. Probabilities of each feature fk are p(fk |z1 , z2 , · · · , zn ). According to
Bayes theorem, the conditional probability can be decomposed as:
p(fk )p(z|fk )
.
(2)
p(z)
Assume that each feature zi is conditionally independent of each other feature zj for
j 6= i, given the feature C. This means that,
p(fk |z) =

p(zi |zi+1 , · · · , zn , fk ) = p(zi |fk ).
(3)
Under the above independence assumption, the conditional distribution can be expressed as:
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n
Y
1
p(fk |z1 , · · · , zn ) = p(fk )
p(zi |fk ).
Z
i=1

(4)

Where the evidence Z = p(x) is a scaling factor dependent only on (z1 , · · · , zn ), that
is, a constant if the values of the feature variables are known.
Although the above mentioned quantization based on naive Bayes can better resist that
attacker obtain advantage from guessing discretization output, the time performance of
registration is completely lost on the interval-based quantization. This is mainly due to the
fact that the probability quality calculation needs to integrate the background probability
density function, and the curve integral operation is a time consuming operation.
The curve integral [27] is the area size below the curve. In the quantization segment,
the trapezoidal area below the segmentation curve of the background probability density
function is used to approximate the curve integral to achieve the purpose of reducing the
computational time and improve the efficiency of the operation.
The number of segments of the background probability density function determines the
number of bits of the feature code. When the function is divided into S segments, at
least d1z(S)e is needed to satisfy the coding requirement. Directly binary coding is easy
to cause large within-class distance in the Hamming domain. However, Gray code is a
coding method that is minimized by error coding. In the Hamming domain, the singlestep feature of Gray code can reduce the quantization error caused by within-class change
and reduce the false rejection rate (FRR). In this paper, we use Gray code to implement
feature coding. The n-dimensional feature selected according to the KLT is quantized
and the n sub-codes are sequentially concatenated into a code string, which is a biological
key.
The feature quantization interval and the biological key are required to be stored as
auxiliary data. When the user’s identity is authenticated, the user authentication key is
generated by judging in which interval of the biometric feature and matching it with the
stored key template. If it is matched, they are the real users, otherwise they are forged
users.
2.3. Detailed algorithm processes. The D-dimensional feature is extracted from the
signature data, and the former n-dimensional feature is selected as the input of the bit
allocation method according to the KLT that the user depends on. In the user registration
phase, the specific algorithm of probability-based dynamic bit allocation method in this
paper is as follows:
• Step 1. Calculate the expectation and variance of the D-dimensional features of all
user registration samples in the database. And calculate the expect and variance of
its d-dimensional feature according to the registered sample of user i and construct
the original probability density function according to the statistical characteristics.
• Step 2. Read the expectation, variance from step 1 corresponding to d-dimensional
feature of the constructed background probability density function.
• Step 3. Use the feature interval control coefficient a to determine the width of the
background probability density function of the original probability density function
and calculate the quantization probability quality p(a) according to the width.
• Step 4. Quantify the segmentation of the background probability density function
according to p(a) and perform the gray code on the user’s characteristic according
to the quantization segmentation result, which is the d-dimension code string of the
user i.
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• Step 5. The n-dimensional features of user i are executed from step 2 to step 4, and
the n signature strings are cascaded as the online signature biological key of user i.
3. Experimental results and performance analysis. In order to verify the performance of the dynamic bit allocation method based on the Naive Bayes, this paper uses the part of public MCYT Online and Offline Signature Database available in
(http : //www.gavo.t.u − tokyo.ac.jp/ qiao/database.html) as experimental data set.
The public part contains the English signatures and Chinese signatures, a total of 40
users’ signature data, each user contains 20 real signatures, 20 forged signatures. 20 real
signatures are acquired within two times. Each time collects 10 data. Time period is two
weeks.
As the online handwritten signature is a biological behavioral characteristics, in terms of
stable, it is worse than fingerprints, iris and other biological physiological characteristics.
In order to improve the stability of online handwritten signatures, the experimental scheme
is designed by randomly selecting five samples as the registered samples from the real
signatures. The remaining 10 real samples and 20 forged samples are the test samples in
authentication phase. According to the above description, it repeats 10 times and takes
the average value as the system’s authentication performance. Real samples and forged
samples are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. True signature and forged signature.
The performance evaluation of handwritten signature authentication is mainly based
on FAR and FRR indicators. Feature interval control coefficient a needs to make a
compromise. When a is larger, the registered user feature interval is also large. It is
easy to authenticate the forged signature as a real signature, that is, it obtains a larger
FAR. On the other hand, when a is smaller, the registered user characteristic range is
also smaller, and the authentication is easy to authenticate the real signature as a forged
signature. Namely, it gets a bigger FRR.
Under the constraint of given FAR, by solving the optimization problem of minimum
FRR, we can get different a with different dimensions. In order to simplify the problem, this paper uses the same a for registered. Without introducing code string fuzzy
parameters, the FRR and FAR change with a as shown in Figure 2.
According to the curve, the error rate is 10%, and the error rate result given in the
reference [28] is 10.90%. The best test result in the MCYT signature database is 6.90%.
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Figure 2. Error rate curve with a.
The comparison shows that although the method proposed in this paper cannot acquire
the best certification, the test results also illustrates the validity of the method based on
the online handwritten signature. FAR represents the ratio of the legal secret key that
can be generated from the forger. The lower the FAR is, the more reliable the user is.
Then we choose a=3, FRR is 29.63%, FAR is 2.64%. If the code string length fuzzy ratio
is 99%, then FRR is 15.99 and FAR is 6.28% respectively.
Different key generation methods are compared in this paper with CADB [29], BCVD
[30] , KGCI [31] and our method. Table 1 is authentication result based on different biometric key generation methods. From the table it can be seen that, the results of identity
authentication based on the behavior feature based on physiological characteristics are
different. The former method has poor certification performance, which also reflects the
within-class distance of behavioral characteristics longer than that of biometrics. The stability of behavioral characteristics is weaker than the physiology characteristic features.
However, although the acquired FRR is much higher than corresponding physiological
characteristics FRR, users only need average 1.4 times to sign and overcome the error
caused by the distance within the class error, which is acceptable for most users. Random
forged the number critically affects the system of FAR. However, the method presented
in this paper still has a lower FAR than the early behavior-based feature key generation
method without random forgery. In general, our new method has good authentication
performance. In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved method in terms of
reducing the computational complexity, table1 records the time consumption of user signature registration when a=3. It can be seen that signature registration time of our
proposed method is 2.68s.
Table 1. Results of key generation method based on biological characteristic.
Scheme
FRR% FAR% Code length Time consumptions
CADB[29]
12.58 10.32
236
7.46
BCVD[30]
19.78
5.67
128
5.21
KGCI[31]
25.45
3.78
128
4.53
Our method 27.59
2.49
123
2.68
Guessing entropy is an important concept in the security system. It describes the
expected guessing number of trusted key obtained by attacker. When the key’s length is
S bit, the number of exhaustive guessing expectation is about 2S, the relationship between
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S and guessing entropy is index relation. When S is larger, the system is more secure.
In this paper, a longer secret key is obtained without introducing a random variable, and
the average length of the key is 123 bits, which is sufficient to resist the exhaustive search
attack. In addition, the quantization of equal probability quality can better resist the
attacker from guessing discretization output to obtain the key information.
4. Conclusions. In this paper, a new online handwritten signature scheme based on
Karhunen Loeve Transform (KLT) via dynamic bit allocation method and Naive Bayes
for biometric key generation is proposed. K-L criterion is used to select the feature.
Based on the likelihood ratio quantization method of the dynamic bit allocation method,
the feature quality of the registered sample feature is determined by the feature interval
control coefficient. Time performance of the registration phase is greatly improved with
our method. In the future, we will study more advanced Biological key generation methods
to improve this paper’s method.
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